this metric are axially symmetric stationary fields' (A. = -1, x' = t, x'= q, x' = p, x'=z), cylindrical waves' (A. = 1, x' =z, x'= q, x' =p, x' = t), or colliding plane waves' (X=1, x'= p, x'= y, x'=z, x'= t). S is taken equal either to x' or x'. Coordinates are written so as to appear quasicylindrical. Electromagnetic problems may also be treated by letting Q= 0 in the metric, but by including an electromagnetic potential which occurs in the same place a, s Q in the equations. '
In order to treat several physical situations with the same equation, I define throughout this paper k= v A. (i.e. , 1 if X= I; i if h=-l), and define new coordinates x and y as follows: If S=x', x = -'(x' + kx') and y = -, '(x' -kx4); if S = x', x = -, '(k 'x' +x') andy=-, '( -k 'x'+x'). Thus 
and l is a real constant.
To find the BT, we assume the existence of new solutions of Eq. (4), t', u', v', and w', which are functions of x, y, t, u, v, w, and q. %e substitute into Eqs. (4) where 8 is related to n by 0+8= n; y=y($); and a =(d~idy)X.
The pseudopotential equation may also be studied by an alternative formulation worked out previously by this author. " Define a potential g by *d T = S 'T(dg+ Qdy), and define 1-forms g, by $, = T 'dy, $, =*), =S 'TdQ, 4=S '(dri+Qdy), g = T 'dT=A *)" t, =S 'dS, and (, =S 'dR= +(,.
These 1-forms satisfy the following identities:
The following 2-forms are annulled by virtue of dopotential. The quadratic form in z shows the SL(2, fi) group structure discussed by many other authors. " Maison's paper was also helpful in identifying variables useful in working out the pseudopotential equations and their solutions. 
From the field equations we get an equation for y. . I now attempt to find a "prolongation structure" as defined by Wahlquist and Estabrook, " by considering 1-forms for multiple pseudopotentials q , involving the $;: c"= -dq"+A ' g, (summed on i). Lie algebra:
[ Lett. 29, 1344 Lett. 29, (1972 , and Prog. Theor. Phys. 50, 95 (1973) During the 1960's it was noted' that the shape of the np charge-exchange (CEX) cross section could be fitted by an empirical double exponential in the square of the invariant four-momentum transfer u: do'/du = o. ', exp(P, u)+ n, exp(P, u).
Although it was certain that the very sharp peak at the extreme back angles (-u~0.02 from the Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator (PPA) reported a large peak in both the cross section and its logarithmic derivative at u =0.
The peak was centered about an incident neutron momentum (P") of about 850 MeV/c, and the experiment covered the range 600&P &1730. In 1975 the data from an experiment at Saclay were published and, while disagreeing with PPA data' rather markedly for P")1.2 GeV/c, the data for the lower momenta (down to their minimum 0.98
